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Mr. Chairman members of the Board.
First I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to be able to submit these written comments before the board meets during it's October
meeting for pacific cod.
I will try to be as brief as possible.
My name is Tom Hoblet I currently reside in the community of False Pass,Alaska.
Our Advisory committee submitted proposals to increase the State Water P-Cod fishery to 55percent of the total allowable catch for the
western gulf of Alaska, however for deliberations purposes I'm in favor of the 50 percent that others in the region have submitted.

The sector split between gear types for the western gulf which was implemented in 2012-2013 has created more of a race for fish than
anticipated by the NMFS. The way the fishery is prosecuted now, there is still a race for fish between gear types ( pot & trawl) sectors.
Some of the trawl fleet that have both (trawl&pot) endorsements will fish until the pot sector is caught then go trawling when pot sector
closes. The proposal that the False Pass Advisory Committee has submitted for changing the start date back to 7 days following the
federal pot sector,is not intended to take fish from other gear groups, but to simply put the pot fisherman back on the water sooner rather
than later when the quality is at it's best. If the trawl fleet with both endorsements wants to take part in the state fishery, they can.
Further in staff comments to proposal 24-5 AAC 28.577(e)(1)South Alaska Peninsula Area Pacific Cod Management Plan, they suggest
that the quality of fish later in the season is of lesser quality because of spawned out fish.

1- in looking back over the 8 year period 2003-2010 the pot sector for P-Cod has exceeded more than the 50percent asked for in these
proposals of the annual western gulf inshore pacific cod quota.

2-in the last 2 years since the NMFS implemented sector splits the Pot sector has sat on the beach for over a month between seasons.
Fishers in the pot sector had to store gear, pay for crew to hang out for a month waiting for the state water fishery to open. Also absorbing
the costs for fuel to run gear back to the dock then in a month run the gear back to the fishing grounds. Some of the smaller vessels having
to make multiple trips to get their gear back on the grounds.

3- The trawl sector talks about a small boat fishery 58ft. and less. What is not said is that the 58ft. vessels that participate in both sectors
are wide body big vessels, some are exceeding widths of over 50percent of their length. There are times when these vessels are out
fishing when the sideboard boats are anchored for weather.

4- unfortunately the truly small boat fisherman In the south Alaska peninsula P-Cod fishery do not have the resources to attend all of
(National Marine Fishery Service or the North Pacific Management Councils) meetings where the decisions about sector splits and how
the program was set up are made. Some of the trawl fleet have hired skippers to run their vessel while they look out only for their interests
and attend all meetings. The small boat fleet has to be on the fishing grounds when the season is open just to try and make it a viable and
maybe profitable season. We don't have the luxury to hire skippers and hire people to attend these meetings to look out for the truly small
vessels in the area.

5-I will conclude by saying that, I'm in favor of all proposals to increase the state water P-Cod by 25percent for the South Alaska Peninsula,
also move the opening Date back to 7 days following the closure of the Federal Pot Sector Season.
I'm opposed to proposal 24 for the fact that this proposal was submitted by trawl vessels and this would give them more time to catch the
trawl sector of the federal quota and move right into the State fishery, I cannot speak for the processing sector, but the quality of cod earlier
in the season is much better than at the end of the State season. Must be some value to the processing sector, they fly milt out on a daily
basis, before spawning starts.

The Alaska Department of Fish & Game Mission Statement.
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The ADF&G mission is to manage, protect, maintain and improve the fish,game and aquatic plant resources of Alaska, the
goals
of 2sustained
are to ensure that Alaska's renewable Fish & Wildlife resources and their HABITAT ARE CONSERVED and managed on2 the
yield principles, and the use and DEVELOPMENT OF THESE RESOURCES ARE IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE ECONOMY AND
WELL BEING OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE.

Thank you, Tom Hoblet

Submitted By Arthur Schultz
Affiliation
Phone
(907) 487-2722
fish2live@acsalaska.net
Email
3580 Sitkinak Dr
Address
Kodiak, Alaska 99615
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I support Proposal 14, removing the superexclusive registration for vessels using jig gear in the Chignik Area.
Since its inception, participation in the Chignik jig fishery has been poor, with only a small fraction harvested in even the best year. No
Chignik based vessel has ever registered to jig in the Chignik Area. There is also no processor or buyer during the time of year when
smaller jig boats are able to participate. The twin burdens of superexclusivity and distant delivery combine to effectively lock the jig quota
away from possible harvest.
Meanwhile, a fairly large number of small boats, often carrying jig gear, transit the Chignik Area every spring and summer, going to Area
M, Bristol Bay, etc. The overwhelming majority of these boats have already registered in an exclusive area like Kodiak, so that they are not
allowed to fish for cod in the Chignik Area. By changing the jig fishery to open access in the Chignik Area these boats would have an
opportunity to prospect this distant and remote area and at the very least have a chance to defray expenses while traveling.
Currently the Chignik Area is just too great a gamble for a small jig boat. Not only does the superexclusive requirement severely limit any
other options in case of poor fishing, the long run times to delivery ports impose a heavy financial and time constraint. It makes far more
sense to let small boats combine fishing with travel, instead of imposing an expensive ongoing time and fuel burden.
I oppose Proposal 15, the creation of a separate group of pot boats that could harvest the jig quota. This does nothing to decrease the
derby aspect of the Chignik pot fishery. It only throws more fuel on the fire. Pot boats are already allowed to take 90% of the quota, and
after the pot quota has been harvested, there is nothing to stop pot boats from installing jig machines and attempting to harvest the jig
allocation.
This proposal certainly does nothing to increase opportunities for smaller boats. Note, for instance, that the proposed opening date is
actually moved one full week forward into the dead of winter, rather than later in the year when better weather might be expected. What this
proposal actually does is sequester a special million pound quota for one or two pot boats that are already in the derby. They already have
access to the full quota. They just aren't allowed to use the same high volume method for all of it. Please don't allow it.
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Submitted By Seamus
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Re: Alaska Board of Fisheries Statewide Pacific Cod, Oct. 18-22 2013
Proposal #2
To: Members of the Board
My name is Seamus Hayden. I live in Kodiak with my wife and three children and have fished here since 1989. I currently own and
operate a 58 foot longliner, the F/V Clyde, home ported in Kodiak. The F/V Clyde is small by the standards of today, but it has taken me a
lifelong career to reach this level in fisheries.
For a significant portion of the year I rely heavily on the Pacific Cod fisheries to support my business and primarily local crew here in
Kodiak. We land Pacific Cod that are caught in both federal waters and in state waters during the parallel fishery. As you know, there is
no provision to allow longliners participation in the state waters Pacific Cod fishery.
Proposal #2 would take a portion of Pacific Cod catch that has historically been caught by longliner's such as myself and remove it from
our access. It would allocate that portion of the quota to only those boats that are currently able to participate in the state water fishery, and
provide many boats larger than mine, such as the "super 8's" (wider and higher capacity 58 foot vessels) and pot boats longer than 58
feet, greater opportunity.
With the cod price per pound already in decline and with no quick outlook for any improvement in that regard, adopting this proposal would
put even more economic pressure on my business, by taking away some of our direct income potential.
I would also like to point out that the proposal is founded on allocative and special economic interest rather then any scientific data.
In conclusion, I strongly oppose Proposal #2 and urge you not to adopt it.
Sincerely,
Seamus Hayden
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